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ABSTRACT

The scale dependence of velocity variances is studied using data collected from a grassland site, a heather
site, and four forested sites. The dependence of velocity variances on averaging time, used to define the fluctuation
quantities, is modeled. The crosswind velocity variance is emphasized, because it is more difficult to model
than the other two components and is crucial input for applications such as dispersion modeling. The distinction
between turbulence and mesoscale variances is examined in detail. Because mesoscale and turbulence motions
are governed by different physics, meaningful study of the behavior of velocity variances requires adequate
separation of turbulence and mesoscale motions from data. For stable conditions, the horizontal velocity variances
near the surface exhibit a spectral gap, here corresponding to a very slow or nonexistent increase of variance
with increasing averaging time. This ‘‘gap region,’’ when it occurs, allows separation of mesoscale and turbulence
motions; however, the averaging times corresponding to this gap vary substantially with stability. A choice of
typical averaging times for defining turbulent perturbations, such as 5 or 10 min, leads to the capture of significant
mesoscale motions for very stable conditions and contributes to the disagreement with turbulence similarity
theory. For unstable motions, the gap region for the horizontal velocity variances shrinks or becomes poorly
defined, because large convective eddies tend to ‘‘fill in’’ the gap between turbulence and mesoscale motions.
The formulation developed here allows turbulence and mesoscale motions to overlap into the same intermediate
timescales. The mesoscale variances are less predictable, because a wide variety of physical processes contribute
to mesoscale motions. Their magnitude and range of timescales vary substantially among sites. The variation
of the behavior of turbulence variances among sites is significant but substantially less than that for the mesoscale
motions.

1. Introduction

Turbulent variances and kinetic energy have been suc-
cessfully approximated by turbulence similarity theory,
although differences exist between studies. Discrepan-
cies are greatest for very stable conditions. Existing
formulations poorly describe mesoscale variations for
all stability classes. Smedman (1988) finds that meso-
scale motions do not obey Monin–Obukhov similarity
theory, and their inadvertent inclusion in the turbulence
variances degrades the performance of similarity theory.
For example, the standard deviations of the velocity
components scaled by the surface friction velocity are
thought to be approximately constant for a given av-
eraging scale for weak and moderate stability (Nieuws-
tadt 1984; Smedman 1988; Stull 1988; Sorbjan 1989).
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However, for very stable conditions, the scaled standard
deviation of the velocity components can increase sub-
stantially with increasing stability (Smedman 1988).
This increase is due to the decrease of the friction ve-
locity and the increase of the relative contribution of
the mesoscale motions to the computed variance for a
fixed averaging time (Mahrt et al. 1998). Failure to sep-
arate turbulent and mesoscale motions may have con-
tributed to deviations from Monin–Obukhov similarity
theory for very stable cases in previous studies. Sys-
tematic measurement loss of flux (Howell and Sun
1999), flux sampling errors, and nonstationarity of the
turbulence variance due to mesoscale modulation of the
turbulence may also contribute to deviations from sim-
ilarity theory.

The crosswind (perpendicular to the wind) velocity
variance is the most difficult component to model, for
reasons outlined in section 4e. Estimation of the cross-
wind velocity variance is important for applications such
as dispersion models (Kristensen et al. 1981; Hanna
1983; Skupniewicz 1987; Lyons and Scott 1990). The
standard deviation of the crosswind velocity variance
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can be sensitive to the range of scales included in its
calculation. Correspondingly, the measurement of
plume spread is sensitive to the choice of averaging time
(Eckman 1994).

The mesoscale variances must be formulated sepa-
rately from turbulence variances because their physics
is different. When simultaneously considering a variety
of sites and flow situations, a precise definition of me-
soscale motions is not possible. Here, mesoscale mo-
tions are considered to be those motions that generally
occur on scales larger than turbulent scales and do not
obey turbulence scaling laws. The separation between
the largest scale mesoscale motions and synoptic scale
motions is not required for this study. Mesoscale mo-
tions in the nocturnal boundary layer include internal
gravity waves, pulsating drainage flows (Doran and
Horst 1981; Mahrt and Larsen 1982), vortical modes or
fossil turbulence (Riley et al. 1981; Lilly 1983; Kris-
tensen et al. 1981; Ruscher and Mahrt 1989; Gibson
1987), wake vortices (Etling 1990; Lilly 1983), and pos-
sible motions caused by a variety of other instabilities
(Emanuel 1983). Except in the case of well-defined
drainage flows or monotonic gravity wave trains, it has
not been possible to isolate these motions uambiguously
from atmospheric data. The vortical modes are primarily
two-dimensional (vertical vorticity) and probably con-
tribute substantially to horizontal meandering of plumes
of pollutants (Hanna 1986). The term ‘‘meander’’ is not
precisely defined. In dispersion studies, meandering
may be identified with single particle diffusion or ab-
solute dispersion. Shifting of the wind direction may
also be caused by intermittent mixing in the stable
boundary layer in the presence of vertical directional
shear.

Vertical directional shear in the nocturnal boundary
layer effectively disperses contaminants in different di-
rections and misaligns the stress and shear directions.
Such directional shear can be induced by cold air drain-
age at the surface and low-level jets at the top of the
surface inversion layer (Moran and Pielke 1996). On a
shorter timescale, meandering mesoscale motions more
or less confined to separate layers may lead to substan-
tial local directional shear.

The role of wake vortices (e.g., Arya et al. 1987) on
dispersion and generation of turbulence is also poorly
understood. Wake vortices may explain the greater var-
iance of wind direction in complex terrain compared to
uniform terrain, as observed by Moore et al. (1988),
Chimonas (1999), and others.

Partitioning of the motion into mesoscale and tur-
bulent contributions seems semitractable for stable con-
ditions near the surface due to a scale gap between
turbulent and mesoscale motions in the spectra for the
horizontal velocity components near the surface for
many flow situations (Smedman and Högström 1975;
Caughey 1977; Olesen et al. 1984; Smedman 1988;
Howell and Sun 1999; Högström et al. 1999, their Fig.
11). The existence of the spectral gap depends on the

general flow regime and type of spectral plot and is
more likely to occur close to the surface. Note that the
spectral gap discussed here is between the mesoscale
and turbulent scale. A gap between turbulent and syn-
optic scales due to lack of energy in the mesoscale range
is generally not observed in the boundary layer, and the
mesoscale regime seems to merge smoothly into the
synoptic regime. Olesen et al. (1984) have modeled the
timescale of the spectral gap between mesoscale and
turbulent scale. When the source of turbulence is me-
soscale instability, as in flow over complex terrain, a
spectral gap may not occur (Mahrt and Gamage 1987).

On mesoscales, the spectral energy of the horizontal
velocity components generally increases with increasing
scale while that of the vertical velocity component is
very small and decreases with increasing scale. Smith
and Mahrt (1981) show that inhibition of mesoscale
vertical motions by hydrostatic pressure adjustments in
stratified flow increases with the scale of the horizontal
motion.

Although mesoscale motions are generated in the
boundary layer by a variety of mechanisms, several pre-
vious studies have attempted to model the spectra of
mesoscale motions. Olesen et al. (1984) discount the
spectral model developed by Weinstock (1980) for ap-
plication to near-surface flows and derive a model of
spectra for the horizontal mesoscale motion with a slope
of 22. They point out the need for better observational
validation. Stull (1988) includes a brief discussion of
the physics and assumptions behind the 22 regime and
additional references. Individual spectra may vary sub-
stantially among different situations. For example,
SethuRaman (1977) found a mesoscale spectral peak in
all three velocity components corresponding to gravity
wave motion. Hanna (1983) found a dominant oscilla-
tion in the horizontal wind at a timescale of about 2 h.

Existing spectra of the velocity components in the
literature imply how the variances should depend on
averaging time, but existing spectral models cannot be
integrated to provide an analytical expression for the
velocity variances as a function of averaging time. Fur-
thermore, integration of Fourier spectra over a given
bandwidth does not satisfy Reynolds averaging. In this
study, we concentrate on modeling the variances directly
as a function of averaging scale. Given the variety of
mesoscale motions, we cannot expect a simple model
for the scale dependence of the velocity variances to be
accurate. Nonetheless, some approximate model of the
variances, which includes mesoscale motions, is re-
quired, because the influence of mesoscale meandering
is considered to be important and suitable models cur-
rently do not exist. Although we address the full stability
range, our emphasis is on the stable boundary layer
where existing models are expected to be less accurate.

2. The data and basic analysis
Often conclusions based on one dataset are strongly

influenced by features unique to that particular site. Con-
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sequently, analysis of a single dataset has sometimes
led to misleading conclusions. Therefore, this study in-
cludes data from six different field programs.

The first dataset is eddy correlation data from a Kaijo
Denki, Inc., omnidirectional sonic anemometer at 39 m
above ground over a 21-m-high aspen canopy in the
boreal forest of Saskatchewan, Canada, from 3 February
to 18 September 1994 (Blanken et al. 1997, 1998; Mahrt
et al. 2000).

During Borris95, 7–14 July 1995, eddy correlation
data were collected at 2, 7, 10, and 20 m above a low
heather canopy in the Borris Moor of the Jutland Pen-
insula in Denmark. The sonic anemometers were Kaijo
Denki except for a Gill, Ltd., Solent sonic anemometer
at 7 m.

Eddy correlation data were collected with a Gill So-
lent sonic anemometer at 43 m over a 25-m-high uni-
form beech forest canopy in south central Sjaelland in
Denmark (Pilegaard et al. 2000) as a Euroflux station.
A second sonic anemometer dataset over a uniform
beech forest was collected on Falster Island, Denmark,
23 February–29 April 1994. This study analyzes Gill
Solent sonic anemometer data from 53 m above the
24-m-high canopy.

Eddy correlation data were collected with a Campbell
Scientific, Inc., CSAT-3 sonic anemometer at 6.1 m
above a 2-m sparse, semiarid ponderosa pine forest near
Sisters, Oregon, from 1 to 27 June 1999 as an Ameriflux
station. This is the only dataset analyzed in this study
from complex terrain.

The final sonic anemometer (ATI, Inc., K probes)
dataset was collected at 3 and 10 m over grassland in
south central Kansas during Microfronts, 22 February–
31 March 1995, (Sun 1999; Howell and Sun 1999;
Mahrt et al. 1998). The grass was generally thick, per-
manently bent over, and matted. The average grass
height was 25 cm above the ground surface. All of the
datasets were quality controlled following the method
of Vickers and Mahrt (1997). For each tower site, data
corresponding to wind directions through the tower are
masked out.

For some analyses, the Microfronts grassland data
will be emphasized, because Microfronts has the sim-
plest canopy. The data are partitioned into 4-h records:
1500–1900, 1900–2300, 2300–0300, 0300–0700,
0700–1100, and 1100–1500 local time. Modeling the
turbulence in terms of 1-h records would be preferable
in order to reduce the influence of nonstationarity; how-
ever, modeling the turbulence scales separately would
require undesirable matching to the mesoscale regime.

Velocity fluctuations are computed as

f9 5 f 2 f , (1)

where the overbar represents averaging over a time pe-
riod of t . Modeling variances as a function of averaging
time t is a fundamental goal of this study. Instantaneous
variances are then averaged over a longer averaging
scale to produce

[f92], (2)

where [ ] represent the longer term average, chosen to
be 4 h in this study. The dependence of the variance on
t can be examined in terms of any arbitrary set of av-
eraging scales. Here, we employ a dyadic series of av-
eraging times, tm 5 2m points.

The variances, so computed, correspond to the inte-
gral of the multiresolution spectra (a form of wavelet
spectra that satisfies Reynolds averaging) (e.g., Howell
and Mahrt 1997), although we compute the variances
directly without using spectra as an intermediate step.
A gap in the multiresolution spectra, by definition, cor-
responds to a slow or nonexistent increase of the var-
iance with increasing tm. We will refer to such regions
as the ‘‘gap’’ region, which will normally occur between
the turbulence and mesoscale scaling regions. The spec-
tral gap in the multiresolution spectra generally corre-
sponds to a gap in Fourier space, which occurs at some-
what larger scales. We prefer the multiresolution spectra,
because they are based on a local basis set, which does
not require periodicity for interpretation.

All averages are simple unweighted averages in order
to satisfy Reynolds averaging assumptions. The surface
stress and buoyancy flux are evaluated from fluctuations
about the 5-min time average. This choice seemed to
be the best one in terms of minimizing loss of flux in
unstable conditions and inadvertent inclusion of me-
soscale flux in stable conditions. The sign of the me-
soscale fluxes were not systematic and inadvertent in-
clusion of mesoscale fluxes does not significantly influ-
ence the results based on class-averaged fluxes. Ulti-
mately, one wishes to compute fluxes from a variable
averaging length associated with the gap in spectra of
the horizontal velocity variances, when it occurs. Be-
cause this procedure would not be straightforward for
unstable cases, we have chosen the simpler approach of
constant averaging length for computing the fluxes. This
choice did not significantly affect the results, because
the fluxes due to the large-scale motions are very small,
in contrast to the horizontal velocity variances. None-
theless, the procedure is not self-consistent.

a. Compositing and scaling

The variance [f92](t) for different 4-h records is
composited for different stability classes, nominally
chosen in terms of the stability intervals (z/L , 20.2),
(20.2, 20.05), (20.05, 0.04), (0.04, 0.1), (0.1, 0.5),
and (.0.5), where z is height and L is Monin–Obukhov
length. The choice of these classes roughly provides a
comparable number of observations in each class when
considering all of the datasets. A minimum of five re-
cords are required for a given stability class at a given
site before computing the composited scale dependence.
Velocity variances are significantly correlated with the
surface friction velocity, but variances scaled by the
surface friction velocity can be affected by ratio aver-
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FIG. 1. Composited crosswind variances, with (solid) and without
(dashed) the transition periods, for the grassland site.

aging problems. For example, the composite of velocity
variances scaled by can be dominated by one or two2u*
cases where values are exceptionally small, partly2u*
due to random sampling errors. This situation leads to
more erratic behavior between classes, as quantified by
Eq. (4). To avoid this classical ratio averaging problem,
the variances and the surface friction velocity are sep-
arately averaged over all of the records within a stability
class. The composited variance is then divided by the
composited square of the surface friction velocity.

Scaling t with z/U, where U is wind speed, can be
thought of as inclusion of the suspected increase of ver-
tical velocity variance with height near the surface and
application of a form of Taylor’s frozen turbulence hy-
pothesis. Eddies of a given spatial scale move past the
tower more quickly with stronger airflow, so U/t is an
estimate of the horizontal length scale. Corrections to
Taylor’s hypothesis have been recently discussed in Pel-
tier et al. (1996). Unfortunately, there is no way to cor-
rect Taylor’s hypothesis in the mesoscale range in which
wave motions may be semistationary or may propagate
with phase speeds much different than the wind speed.
Scaling with respect to height is not useful for the hor-
izontal velocity variances in unstable conditions, which
are thought to be relatively constant with height and
scale with the boundary layer depth for unstable con-
ditions (section 4f). We return to the scaling problem
with analysis of observations in section 4.

The different scaling strategies are quantitatively
evaluated in terms of their ability to collapse the data
onto a single curve, which will be expressed in terms
of the standard error. Here, we define a single measure
of variability of the scale-dependent variances between
the i 5 1, I records for a given class, over the range
of timescales between m1 and m 2 . This measure is writ-
ten as

m I21 1
2 2 2 2E 5 {[f9 ] (t ) 2 ^[f9 ](t )&} ,O O i m m1 2m 2 m Im5m i512 1 1

(3)

where the angular brackets define compositing over all
of the variances within a given stability class, m is the
averaging scale index defined in the preceding subsec-
tion, and m1 and m2 determine the range of averaging
scales.

The analogous measure of variability of the compos-
ited variance between the stability classes or between
different sites for a given stability class (j 5 1, J) is
defined as

m J21 1
2 2 2 2E 5 {^[f9 ]& (t ) 2 ^^[f9 ](t )&&} ,O O2 j m m1 2m 2 m Jm5m 12 1 1

(4)

where the double angular brackets indicate an average
of the class-composited variance over all of the classes.

In some cases, we will attempt to model the scale-

dependent variance in terms of a simple function. The
suitability of the model fit to composited variance will
be assessed in terms of

m21
2 2E 5 (Observed 2 Model) , (5)O3 M m5m1

where m 5 m1, m2 are the different averaging scales.
These three measures along with other considerations
will be used (section 4) to assess the usefulness of scal-
ing and modeling the velocity variances.

b. Transition periods

The variance of the horizontal velocity components
for averaging times greater than 2 h is larger during the
morning (0700–1100) and late-afternoon transition pe-
riods (1500–1900) on some of the days with large di-
urnal variation. Part of the larger scale variance during
these transition periods is associated with diurnal var-
iation. Of all of the sites analyzed, the grassland site
has the most pronounced diurnal cycle. For this site,
excluding the transition periods reduces the average me-
soscale crosswind variance (Fig. 1). However, much of
this reduction is due to two cases of large change of
the wind vector during the evening transition, one of
which was associated with a frontal passage.

Attempting to filter out significant diurnal variation
of the wind field during transition periods is an ambig-
uous process. Removing a higher-order fit to the trend
for a given record also removes some of the transient
mesoscale motion on larger scales. Removing the di-
urnal cycle composited over all of the days creates am-
biguity for the meaning of the fluctuating wind com-
ponent, because the diurnal variation of wind is not very
systematic between days, in contrast to temperature.
Here, no attempts are made to filter out diurnal effects.
In fact, inclusion of the diurnal variation of the wind
vector is required to model the total dispersion on time-
scales of several hours.
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FIG. 2. Composited crosswind variances for the grassland site for
the stability classes: very stable (VS) z/L . 0.5, stable (S) 0.1 , z/L
, 0.5, near-neutral (N) 20.05 , z/L , 0.04, and unstable (US)
conditions z/L , 20.2.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 except the crosswind velocity variance is
scaled by the surface friction velocity.

3. Crosswind variance

a. Dependence on averaging time

For the Microfronts grassland site, the velocity var-
iances, composited for individual stability classes (Fig.
2), increase rapidly with averaging time at small aver-
aging times because of the inclusion of more turbulence
with increased averaging time. Recall that t defines the
fluctuations, and the variances of the fluctuations are
then averaged over 4-h periods. The gap between tur-
bulent and mesoscale motions is indicated by the in-
termediate scale regime where the variance is essentially
constant or increases only slowly with increasing av-
eraging time (Fig. 2), corresponding to a minimum in
the spectral density (section 2). The gap is best defined
for stable conditions where the turbulence is confined
to smaller scales. The very slow increase of the variance
with increasing averaging time in the gap region implies
that the variance is not sensitive to the choice of the
averaging time t , provided that t is within the gap
region. During evaluation of the turbulence similarity
theory for the variances, one must choose averaging
times corresponding to the gap region. However, the
timescales corresponding to the gap region decrease
substantially with increasing stability, implying that the
averaging time defining turbulent fluctuations should
decrease substantially with increasing stability. The tur-
bulence extends up to only about t 5 100 s in very
stable conditions.

For the most unstable class, the turbulent scaling re-
gime extends to 1 h or more for several of the sites,
and the gap shifts to longer timescales (Fig. 2), as mod-
eled by Olesen et al. (1984). With increasing instability,
the large convective eddies ‘‘fill in’’ the gap for the
horizontal velocity variances, and it becomes less well
defined. The horizontal velocity fluctuations in this scale
region seem to obey the same scaling as three-dimen-

sional turbulence, but vertical velocity variance nearly
vanishes. For unstable conditions, the vertical velocity
variance normally reaches a near constant for timescales
greater than 10 min. These large eddies on scales larger
than 10 min may be roll vortices, inactive eddies (Högs-
tröm 1990), or other eddies that appear to scale with
the boundary layer depth, which will be subsequently
referred to as ‘‘large eddies.’’ In terms of traditional
definitions, these motions are not clearly turbulence or
mesoscale motion.

Scaling the variance by the square of the surface fric-
tion velocity ( ) substantially reduces the variation of2u*
the turbulent crosswind velocity variance between re-
cords for a given stability class for the turbulence scales
and reduces the variation between composited values
for the stability classes (Fig. 3). The turbulent scaling
also partially reduced the variation of the velocity var-
iances between classes for averaging times in the large-
eddy region, although less so when compared with the
small-scale turbulence. However, this scaling increased
the difference between records and between stability
classes in the mesoscale regime, implying that the me-
soscale velocity variance is not related to the friction
velocity in any systematic way. We return to the me-
soscale regime in section 5.

b. Between-site variations

The scaled crosswind variance [y92(t)]/ is gener-2u*
ally smaller for forested sites as compared with short
vegetation (Fig. 4). In comparison with short vegetation,
the crosswind velocity variance over the forest does not
increase as much as increases, even though scaling2u*
by does reduce the difference between forest and2u*
nonforested sites. The variation of [y92(t)]/ between2u*
sites could be due to variation of typical wind speeds
and boundary layer depth or differences between the
height of the observations, as discussed in section 4f.
The observational levels for some of the forest sites
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FIG. 4. Scaled composited crosswind variances for short vegetation
(solid), tall vegetation (dotted), and the complex terrain example
(dashed) for (a) the very stable, (b) stable, and (c) unstable classes.

may be in the roughness sublayer for unstable conditions
(Nakamura and Mahrt 2000, manuscript submitted to
Bound.-Layer Meteor.), which would contribute to the
differences between the forested and short vegetation
sites. The mesoscale variance differs much more be-
tween sites than the turbulence variance.

The variances for the ponderosa site did not follow
the same pattern as the other forested sites. The pon-
derosa site is in complex terrain and is therefore not
included in the forest composite. The composited var-
iance for the ponderosa site is included as a separate
curve (Fig. 4) but is not offered as a typical or repre-
sentative case for complex terrain. Probably the me-
soscale velocity variance is sensitive to the exact lo-
cation with respect to terrain features. The crosswind
velocity variance was generally not greater at the com-
plex terrain site than at the other sites (Fig. 4). It may
be that the valley setting restricted variation of wind

direction, particularly at night when downvalley flow
was often persistent.

4. Crosswind variance model

a. Model format

Our approach here is to model the turbulence part of
the horizontal variance and then to model the residual
from this expression as mesoscale motion. With this
approach, mesoscale and turbulence motions may over-
lap in scale, as opposed to assuming all motions smaller
(greater) than a certain scale are turbulent (mesoscale).
If successful, this approach would reduce the contam-
ination of the turbulence variances due to inadvertent
inclusion of mesoscale motion in the turbulent velocity
variance with fixed averaging times (see section 1).

Based on analyses detailed below, we model the
crosswind velocity variance in terms of the overall func-
tion

[y92](t) 5 {1 2 exp[2(t /t*)n]}2Cu*
1 [y92(tr) 2 ](t /tr) p,2Cu* (6)

where the first term on the right-hand side models the
turbulence contribution and the second term models the
mesoscale contribution. (Here on the rhs the brackets
have no special meaning.) The timescale t* (section 4c)
and exponent n (section 4d) determine the scale depen-
dence of the modeled turbulence variance. The stability-
dependent coefficient C (section 4b) describes the am-
plitude of the turbulence variance relative to the surface
friction velocity. For large averaging time with this
model, the turbulence contribution to the variance as-
ymptotes to . The quantity determines the total2 2Cu Cu* *
turbulent crosswind velocity variance. For applications
at levels that are not low in comparison with the bound-
ary layer depth, one may wish to multiply the turbulence
term by a function of height (section 4f). Such functions
assume that the boundary layer depth is both definable
and known.

The reference timescale t r will be chosen as 4 h in
the analysis below. This defines the largest scale in-
cluded in the mesoscale calculation, and the formulation
in Eq. (6) is not valid for timescales greater than this
value. The variance [y92(t r)] 2 along with the2Cu*
exponent p determines the magnitude of the mesoscale
variance (section 5). This procedure mathematically de-
fines the mesoscale contribution. The physics remains
unclear.

A comparison between the calibrated model [Eq. (6)]
and the Microfronts data is shown in Fig. 5. The choice
of the values of the coefficients for the turbulence con-
tribution to the variance were guided by systematically
varying n, C, and r* and plotting the error [Eq. (5)] in
C 2 t* space and in n 2 t* space for fixed values of
the third variable. These plots offered guidance but did
not clearly dictate a precise choice of the coefficients.
The fit of the model to the observed variance considered
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the model fit (dashed lines) with scaled
composited crosswind variances (solid lines) for the grassland site
for (a) the very stable, (b) stable, (c) near neutral, and (d) unstable
classes.

the error over the range of timescales from the gap
region down to small averaging times but ignored t of
a few seconds or less (Fig. 5), which are of limited
practical application. The values of the coefficients cho-
sen in the following subsections only apply for the range
of stability represented by the data (e.g., Fig. 6).

b. The amplitude coefficient C

The coefficient C can be interpreted as the total non-
dimensional turbulence velocity variance [y 9 2 ]/ ,2u*
where the averaging operator [ ] is defined to be within
the gap region. The value of C determined above in-

creases significantly with increasing instability (Fig. 6)
and increases more slowly with increasing stability. The
large scatter in this figure and subsequent figures is part-
ly due to combining data from widely different situa-
tions. The relationship for unstable conditions (Fig. 6)
could be partly associated with expected correlation be-
tween boundary layer depth and z/L. Lumley and Pa-
nofsky (1964) noted that the scaled horizontal velocity
variances do not vary significantly with height in the
convective boundary layer (section 4e). The relationship
of the variances to z/L was therefore due mainly to
variations of L, not z. Wyngaard and Coté (1974) and
Panofsky et al. (1977) formulate the standard deviation
of the horizontal velocity components, scaled by surface
friction velocity, as a function zi/L, where zi is the depth
of the convective boundary layer. Panofsky et al. (1977)
recommend for the unstable mixed layer

C 5 (12 2 0.5zi/L)2/3. (7)

In Panofsky et al. (1977), this formulation applied equal-
ly well to either horizontal velocity component. In sub-
sequent studies (e.g., Garratt 1992), the alongwind com-
ponent was characterized by a larger value of C than
for the crosswind component, as also occurs in the pre-
sent data (section 6). The importance of the boundary
layer depth is due to the contribution from large con-
vective eddies, which scale with the boundary layer
depth. Although the boundary layer depth generally in-
creases with increasing instability 2z/L, the boundary
layer depth also depends on time history, stratification
above the boundary layer, and large-scale subsidence.
The variation of the dependence of [y92]/ on z/L be-2u*
tween sites in the current study may be partly due to
differences of typical boundary layer depth between the
sites.

For many applications, information on boundary
layer depth is unavailable. For stable conditions, Eq.
(7) may not apply (Garratt 1992), and, for very stable
conditions, the boundary layer depth is not definable.
To retain such situations, we consider a formulation
for [y9 2]/ based only on z /L. A subjectively deter-2u*
mined fit to all of the datasets (Fig. 6, solid line) is
expressed as

qz
C 5 C 1 2 a , (8)o1 2L

where Co 5 2.6. The exponent q is chosen to be 2.0
for unstable conditions and 1.0 for stable conditions,
and a is equal to 1.0 for unstable conditions and 0.2 for
stable conditions, where again this approximation is val-
id only for the range of stability in Fig. 6. Again, C is
defined in terms of the estimated turbulent part of the
velocity variance so that it is not exactly equal to [y92]/

for any given averaging time.2u*
In Smedman (1988), [y92]/ increases sharply with2u*

z/L for stable conditions after z/L exceeds 0.5 (very
stable conditions), apparently because of capture of me-
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FIG. 6. Dependence of the coefficient C [Eq. (6)] on stability and the formulation for C(z/L)
[solid line; Eq. (8)].

soscale motions. Mahrt et al. (1998) found that decreas-
ing the averaging time to 100 s for very stable conditions
removed much, but not all, of the increase of [y92]/ 2u*
with increasing z/L. This averaging time roughly cor-
responds to the mesoscale end of the gap region for the
present datasets for very stable conditions (Fig. 3). The
fit based on Eq. (8) indicates that even after attempting
to remove the mesoscale contribution to the velocity
variance, the scaled velocity variance still increases
slowly with z/L. Such an increase might be influenced
by artificial correlations, since the surface friction ve-
locity appears in the denominator of both the x and y
axes. A constant value of C 5 2.6 might suffice for
practical applications. The above formulation for C ig-
nores differences between sites (section 3b). The large
scatter for the unstable case is probably due partly to
the omission of information on the boundary layer
depth.

c. The averaging timescale t*

The characteristic timescale t* increases with in-
creasing instability corresponding to large eddies for
very unstable conditions (Fig. 7) and decreases to very
small values for strongly stable conditions correspond-
ing to small eddies. Note that the characteristic timescale
decreases substantially from slightly unstable conditions
to slightly stable conditions. The characteristic timescale
t* may also be sensitive to the horizontal wind speed,
because eddies of a given size pass the tower more
quickly with stronger winds. Therefore, the scaled var-

iances are alternatively computed as a function of the
pseudoaveraging length scale

Lt [ Ut . (9)

Although t* generally decreases with increasing wind
speed for a given value of stability, expressing the hor-
izontal velocity variance in terms of Lt instead of t did
not reduce the differences between different sites, as
evaluated from Eq. (4). Any advantage of expressing
the variance in terms of the pseudoaveraging length in-
stead of the timescale may be overshadowed by differ-
ences between sites. Relating the variance to the pseu-
doaveraging length did reduce the difference between
individual records [based on Eq. (3)], for unstable con-
ditions at a given site. Use of the pseudoaveraging
length did not reduce the difference between records for
stable conditions, even for a fixed site. For stable con-
ditions, the size of the eddies apparently increases with
wind speed, which partially offsets the influence of a
shorter passage time with increasing wind speed for a
given eddy size.

Here, we model the variance in terms of t , which can
be more directly applied. The dependence of t* on z/L
(Fig. 7) is modeled as

t* 5 t o exp(2bz/L), (10)
where t o is 20 s and b is equal to 1.75 for unstable
conditions and 0.95 for stable conditions.

d. The turbulence exponent n

The observations suggest a simple formulation in
which n 5 0.5 for unstable conditions and n 5 0.7 for
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FIG. 7. Dependence of the turbulence scaling timescale t* [Eq. (6)] and the modeled value
[Eq. (10), solid line] on stability.

stable conditions (Fig. 8). The smaller value of the ex-
ponent for unstable conditions corresponds to a more
gradual approach of the turbulence variance to the gap
regime (Fig. 8), which was less well defined in the un-
stable case.

e. Why large scatter?

If the conditions for Monin–Obukhov similarity are
met, the scaled velocity variances should follow a uni-
versal dependence on stability. However, this relation-
ship in the above figures exhibits large scatter. A number
of factors contribute to this scatter.

1) The crosswind variance shows considerably more
scatter than that for the other two velocity compo-
nents. The crosswind variance is more vulnerable to
nonstationarity. The influence of nonstationarity due
to diurnal transition periods was shown in Fig. 1.
We have not screened the data for nonstationarity in
order to avoid creating a bias toward certain periods
of the day and certain weather conditions.

2) The scatter for the turbulence range of scales is re-
duced by using 1-h records instead of 4-h records,
which reduces the role of nonstationarity. We have
used 4-h records to include a large range of scales
without awkward matching between turbulence and
mesoscale regimes.

3) We have combined data from different types of sur-
faces. The dependence of the scaled variances on
stability at a given site is less. For example, the
relationship of the scaled vertical velocity variance
to the stability for the Microfronts grassland for 1-h

records, after screening for nonstationarity, shows
much less scatter (Mahrt et al. 1998) when compared
with the above analyses based on data from a variety
of sites for all conditions.

4) Our analysis indicates that some of the observations
over the forested sites could be in the roughness
sublayer where Monin–Obukhov similarity theory
does not apply and additional scaling variables are
required. For the unstable case, information on the
boundary layer depth should be included.

5) For very stable conditions, Monin–Obukhov simi-
larity theory is thought to break down for a variety
of reasons (Mahrt 1999).

f. Height dependence

Only the heather and grassland sites have multiple
observational levels above the roughness sublayer
where the vertical structure can be examined. The grass-
land site has eddy correlation measurements at 3 and
10 m, and the heather site has observations at 2, 7, 10,
and 20 m. One might have expected that the variance
would decrease significantly with height across the tow-
er in stable conditions due to thin boundary layers. How-
ever, the variance often increased with height, perhaps
associated with generation of turbulence above the sur-
face inversion, detached from the surface (Mahrt 1999).
This is an example of ‘‘z-less’’ stratification (Wyngaard
1973), for which the height above ground becomes ir-
relevant. In general, the height dependence of the tur-
bulence variance was not systematic for stable condi-
tions. For weakly stable windy conditions, the scaled
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FIG. 8. (a) Dependence of the model exponent n [Eq. (6)] for crosswind turbulence on stability
and (b) dependence of the modeled crosswind variance on the choice of n.

variances for all three velocity components were found
by Lenschow et al. (1988) to decrease systematically
with z/h, where h is the boundary layer depth.

For unstable conditions, the towers were too short for
evaluation of the dependence on height in the boundary
layer, and we must rely on the literature to complete
this part of the variance model. For unstable conditions,
the horizontal velocity variances tend to be more in-
dependent of height (Lumley and Panofsky 1964) be-
cause of dominance by convective eddies on the scale
of the boundary layer. Rodean (1996) and Nasstrom et
al. (2000) suggest a unified relationship of the simple
form

[y92] 5 C(1 2 z/h)r 1 ,2 2u bw* * (11)

where w* is the convective velocity scale and b is a
constant. In the convective case, the second term dom-
inates and the scaled variance becomes approximately
independent of height. In the absence of the convective

term, the horizontal velocity variance decreases with
height and vanishes at the boundary layer top. The ex-
ponent r varies between studies; Nasstrom et al. (2000)
chose r 5 3/2. Although this formulation does not match
traditional Monin–Obukhov similarity theory as z ap-
proaches zero, it does provide suitable dependence on
stability and a smooth transition between stable and un-
stable conditions.

Guided by Eq. (11), height dependence is incorpo-
rated into the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(6) by choosing the format

C(z/L) {1 2 exp([t /t*]n)} f (z/h),2u* (12)

where f (z/h) is (1 2 z/h)3/2. A more complete model
would replace the exponent 3/2 with a stability-depen-
dent exponent and allow for nonzero velocity variance
at the boundary layer top. The influence of surface heat-
ing, represented by in Eq. (11), is included in2bw*
C(z/L) (section 4b). Our data analysis did not find a
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FIG. 9. Dependence of the exponent p for the crosswind mesoscale model [Eq. (6)] on stability.

clear dependence of the mesoscale variance on height,
and the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6)
remains independent of height.

5. Mesoscale crosswind variance

The mesoscale variance is not likely to follow simple
scaling because mesoscale motions are generated by a
variety of physical mechanisms (section 1). Indeed the
exponent p for the crosswind mesoscale variance does
not vary systematically with stability or vegetation type
(Fig. 9). The value of the exponent p varies with the
choice of t r, but the closeness of the model fit is not
sensitive to this choice. Here, t r is 4h. Values of p
greater than unity imply domination of the larger me-
soscale motions on the scale of a few hours or more
and a steeper increase of the mesoscale variance with
t at the larger scales. This case is observed for unstable
conditions over the grassland and the Euroflux beech
forest sites. Values of p significantly less than unity
correspond to dominance by small mesoscales and slow-
er increase of the variance at larger scales. This case
occurs with near-neutral conditions at some of the sites.
We recommend an average value of p 5 0.8.

The model for the crosswind variance also requires
specification of the amplitude of the mesoscale motion,
[y92](t r) 2 . The magnitude of [y92](t r) 22 2Cu Cu* *
might depend on the range of mesoscales permitted by
the calculation. For strong stability, the turbulence is
confined to small scales, permitting a large range of
mesoscale motions between turbulent scales and the 4-h
period. In contrast, for the most unstable class, the mod-
eled turbulence captures most of the total variance until

near the largest permitted values of t , causing the range
of captured mesoscale motion and the total mesoscale
variance to be small. In spite of this influence, [y92](4
hours) 2 shows no dependence on stability. Here,2Cu*
we choose an overall constant of [y92](4 hours) 2

5 0.6 m2 s22. Although the choice of a constant2Cu*
might be considered as a failure for the attempt to model
the mesoscale variance, this procedure may be prefer-
able to neglecting the influence of mesoscale motions
or applying turbulence similarity theory to this range of
scales.

For comparison, we also examined the mesoscale mo-
tion defined as the variance between two specified time-
scales, such as 30-min and 4-h averaging times, referred
to as the ‘‘fixed timescale approach.’’ With this more
traditional approach, the computed mesoscale variance
may inadvertently capture some of the turbulence var-
iance with unstable conditions and miss much of the
smaller mesoscale variance with very stable conditions.
This estimate of the mesoscale crosswind variance also
shows little dependence on wind speed or stability.

Olesen et al. (1984) model the mesoscale spectra for
stable conditions by appealing to earlier work of Lumley
(1964) based on gravity wave considerations. Their for-
mulation suggests that the mesoscale variance should
increase with increasing stratification. Here, the strati-
fication is most reliably computed from thermocouples
employed above the heather site. For this site, the me-
soscale variance did not show an obvious relationship
to the stratification. Similarly, Högström et al. (1999)
found no significant relationship between low-level hor-
izontal velocity spectra and the Brunt–Väisälä frequen-
cy. In contrast, Caughey (1977) finds that the peak of
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TABLE 1. Values of the model coefficients for the three turbulence
velocity variances. Here Co is the scaled amplitude of the turbulence
variance; a (unstable/stable) and q (unstable/stable) are coefficients
for the stability dependence; t o is the characteristic timescale of the
turbulence for neutral conditions, expressed in seconds; b (unstable/
stable) is the coefficient for variation of the characteristic timescale
with stability; and n (unstable/stable) is the exponent coefficient for
the turbulence velocity variance. The turbulent timescale t* is com-
puted from Eq. (10) using values of t o and b.

Variable Co a q t o b n

[y92]
[m92]
[v9]

2.6
4.7
1.3

1.0/0.2
1.0/0.2
3.0/3.0

2.0/1.0
1.0/1.0

0.67/0.67

20
35

5

1.75/0.95
1.75/0.95
1.75/0.95

0.7/0.5
0.7/0.6

0.65/0.55

TABLE 2. Values of the model coefficients for the three velocity
components for the mesoscale velocity variances, where p is the
mesoscale exponent and meso 2 amp is the mesoscale amplitude
{[f92] (4 hours) 2 Cu } (m2 s22).2

*

Variable p Meso 2 amp

[y92]
[m92]
[v92]

0.8
0.7
Na*

0.6
0.6
0.0

* Not applicable.

the mesoscale spectra scales with the Brunt–Väisälä fre-
quency. The behavior of the mesoscale variance is sit-
uation dependent.

If at least part of the mesoscale crosswind variance
for stable conditions is due to upscale energy transfer,
as in formation of vortical modes, or if gravity waves
are induced by turbulence vertical velocity fluctuations,
then the mesoscale variance is physically related to the
turbulence and friction velocity. When all of the datasets
are considered, the mesoscale variance did not depend
systematically on the surface friction velocity. The over-
all difficulty of predicting the mesoscale variance is
probably partly due to the propagation of mesoscale
motion from outside the observation region, including
internal gravity waves and the onset of cold-air drainage
(Blumen et al. 1999).

6. Model for the three velocity variances

The behavior of the alongwind and vertical-velocity
variance is more similar between sites in comparison
with the crosswind variance. The model parameters for
the alongwind and vertical velocity components are de-
termined in the same way as that outlined for the cross-
wind variance in the previous sections. The total model
is Eqs. (6), (8), and (10), with the coefficients listed in
Tables 1, 2.

Notice that the amplitude of the variance and the
timescale are both largest for the alongwind variance
and both smallest for the vertical velocity component
(Table 1), consistent with traditional spectra (e.g., Kai-
mal and Finnigan 1994). The model coefficients for the
scaled vertical velocity variance are based on Panofsky
et al. (1977) (see also Merry and Panofsky 1976; Pa-
nofsky and Dutton 1984) and worked well for the short
vegetation but tended to overestimate the scaled vari-
ance for the forest sites. The discontinuity of the ex-
ponent n (section 4d) is an oversimplification; however,
more complex relationships must await further collec-
tion of data.

As with the crosswind variance, the height depen-
dence for levels that are not small when compared with
the boundary layer depth can be included by replacing
the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) with Eq.

(12) for the alongwind variance, except using the co-
efficients for the alongwind variance from Table 1. The
same height dependence is used for the vertical velocity
variance for stable conditions. For the height depen-
dence for the vertical velocity component for unstable
conditions, one can use (e.g., Garratt 1992)

f (z/h) 1 (z/h)1/3(1 2 z/h)1/3. (13)

The mesoscale vertical velocity variance was small and
was subject to significant relative errors in all of the
datasets; it is set to zero in our model.

7. Conclusions and discussion

The above study analyzed data from six different field
programs to form a model of the horizontal and vertical
velocity variances as a function of the surface friction
velocity, stability, and averaging time used to define the
fluctuations. The model incorporates the dramatic
change of turbulence scales with changing stability in
order to better isolate turbulence and mesoscale mo-
tions. The mesoscale variance is mathematically defined
by the procedures in section 4, which allows mesoscale
and turbulence motions to overlap in scale. Traditional
approaches, which use a constant averaging time or filter
wavelength to define the perturbations for a range of
stability, fail to separate turbulence and mesoscale hor-
izontal velocity variances.

The mesoscale and turbulence motions seem most
easily separated for stable conditions near the surface
for which the horizontal variances are characterized by
a spectral gap. This gap region reveals itself in the cur-
rent study through a very slow or nonexistent increase
of the velocity variance with increasing averaging time
(section 2). The computed variances are not sensitive
to the choice of averaging time for averaging times with-
in the gap region. Traditional calculation of turbulent
velocity fluctuations from data may inadvertently cap-
ture mesoscale variance for very stable conditions for
which the gap region is shifted to very small timescales.
Failure to separate turbulence and mesoscale motions
in previous studies may have contributed to the break-
down of Monin–Obukhov similarity theory for velocity
variances for very stable conditions.

In spite of this care in separating turbulence and me-
soscales, the relationship between scaled velocity var-
iances and stability shows large scatter even for the
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turbulence range of scales, as is discussed in section 4e.
We have concentrated on the crosswind variance, which
is more vulnerable to nonstationarity and shows more
scatter compared to the other two velocity components.
To avoid bias, we have not screened for weather con-
ditions or situations where similarity theory does not
apply, and we have simultaneously included a wide va-
riety of surface types. For a given site, the scatter is
less.

The total model is summarized in section 6. This
model is different from previous models in that it in-
cludes a specific dependence on averaging time and is
based on a variety of surface conditions, including tall
forest canopies. This model can be improved but at the
expense of additional coefficients. Even then, a number
of problems remain. The task of formulating universal
relationships for a variety of surface types and weather
conditions is problematic (section 4e). The use of a
dimensional timescale to characterize the turbulence is
undesirable, and the various influences on the charac-
teristic turbulence timescale for stable conditions needs
to be sorted out. The gap between mesoscale and tur-
bulent motions is less well defined in unstable condi-
tions. For very unstable conditions, an intermediate
range of scales seems to follow the turbulence scaling
for the horizontal variance, yet the vertical velocity var-
iances are near zero. Here, separation of the motion into
turbulence and mesoscale components is not obvious.
Last, the mesoscale variances do not satisfy simple scal-
ing and vary dramatically among different sites. An
overall mean dependence of the mesoscale velocity var-
iances on averaging time is provided here (Table 2).
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